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INTRODUCTION

I

On behalf of the International Joint Study Group (JSG) the authors have prepared the
paper on the new possibilities in solvinig the perpective problems on the solar system
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exploration. The JSG was founded at the I-st Russian-German Conference on Electric
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Propulsion Engines and their Technical Applications, held in 1992.

The JSG members are specialists from Russia, Germany, UK, USAESA,(34 members
altogether). The JSG is a group of specialists engineers and managers from academy institutes
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and universities, from industry, space agencies and ministries. Table I lists the members ut
the JSG.
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The pioniering epoch of spaceflight was based on chemical propulsion (CP) and some

existing scientific success has been achieved. CP systems possess among great advantages a
number of disadvantages. One of the main CP disadvantages is energy limitation related to a
particular amount of the propulsive mass aboard a spacecraft. It should be noted that at
present.

gravity assistance

technique

has been

developed

to enable

more

ambitious

interplanetary mission with enlarged velocity increment. In this case. practically always it is
necessary to make some gravity assistance manouvres to increase A v. However, multiple
swingby roundabouts increase the mission time remarkably and make the projects too

I
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complicated. The future solar system exploration (and they are as a rule rather expensive)
involves both the increase of SC power-to-weight

ratio and the decrease of risk not to

the flight program.

There is recognized a way to overcome the energy barrier inherent in chemical
combustion, it can be done by distiguishing mass supply and energy input.It does take place
when electric propulsion (EP) engines are in use. Here. EP exhaust velocities exceed those of
CP by many times (or by one order of magnitude).
The EP energy release augmentation

I

as compared

with CP occurs (despite

of

essentially lower EP power level regarding CP) thanks to large EP operational lifetime.

EP engines enable:
- significantly higher velocit\ increments and/or much higher payload ratios (see Fig I)

alternatively smaller launch rockets can be used.
- "direct" trajectories with simple mission profiles, with greatly reduced flight time and
broadened launch windows as compared with missions when gravity assistance and CP are
used.

- 28 Th:us EP can enhance the range of scientific missions to be solved, enable to perform
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high-energy advanced scientific missions of post 2000 (see Table 2). EP application as SC
primary propulsion engines (but not only as SC servo flight controls) can be considered as a

new stage in the development of rocket and space engineering.
The JSG worked out this Study Report in order to promote the new promising
propulsion technology for the post-2000 solar system exploration programs. Therefore, the
idea was taken into accound as a basis to prepare the proposals on such programs, which are
not able to be implemented with the use of CP. Most of such programs will certainly go along
with the exploration of "far" or near the Sun located objects where the operational efficiency
of up-to-date solar arrays (SA) is low, so a nuclear power plant (NPP) has been taken as a
basic EP power supply source. Our research work has demonstrated that in a number of

cases, in addition to NPP it is worthwhile to use solar arrays aboard a SC. In this case we've
given consideration to great advances in the development of current SA.

NEP - PROGRAM FOR SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION.
Going beyond numerous worldwide studies and proposals made in the past decades,
the JSG emphasizes that nuclear - electric (or nuclear - solar) propulsion missions are not
only advantageous and advisable but also realistic and feasible within one decade.

I
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The JSG emphasizes:
- The approaching third epoch of solar system exploration with more and more
difficult "advanced, high-energy missions" with high payload requirements and not too long
mission time needs a new type of high-specific impulse propulsion technique, namely nuclearelectric propulsion (NEP).

1

A standard - modular, multi-purpose interplanetary spacecraft for post-2000 missions,
called "ISC-2000". could be developed built, qualified and flown in the near decade: since all
essential NEP - spacecraft components are based on current technologies or have already
been space proven (as "Proton" launchers. EP "ESA-XX" and "SPT" type. nuclear reactor
power plants. "Topaz" type. etc.). D&Q time and cost are kept within acceptable limits.
Ambitious unmanned solar system exploration like a manned spaceflight would
benefit from the point of view of international cooperation, because space experience,
hardware development and technical potentialilies could be combined.
The JSG chose a NEP - pathfinder mission with respect both to its great scientific
interest and to a reasonably NEP-performance requirements: this would guarantee a rather
high chance of mission success and demonstrate ne\ertheless the NEP advantages. In this
case, as it was mentioned before, it is worthwhile for a number of programs to use an
additional solar array module.

Drawing up the proposals the JSG understands that:
- The scientific objective of the flight should be of great interest;

|
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.Applying a nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) system o:- a solar-nuclear electric
propulsion (SNEP) system. flight requirements should be feasible in the present state-of-theart to guarantee a high level of success- so the first flight should demonstrate NEP
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advantages.
From the first standpoint our ideas were related to one of the main goals of space
science - understanding of how the solar system had been formed. That is why we've focussed
our attention upon SC capabilities under discussion to investigate not only large celestial
bodies, but to study relic matter, preserved in "primitive bodies", since the time of solar
system origin, which has not relatively changed, i.e. asteroids and comets.
There are 4 trends to investigate primitive bodies:
-

Exploration

performed

with

the

help

of Earth-based

and

Earth-orbiting

observatories, flyby missions with remote moninoring ("Giotto", "Vega", "Galileo");
- Rendezvous and landing a surface package ("Rosetta"):
- Rendezvous, landing and sample return.
There are some advantages in a sample return mission, because:
- Earth-based laboratories are used to perform wide range chemical, mineralogical and
geochronological experiments:
- State-of-the-art techniques are applied to conduct the returned sample analysis, if
necessary their additional development is feasible;
- Further experiments will be on schedule on the base of obtained (even unexpected)
results.
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That is why the relic sample return mission was in focus as a primary objective of the
first flight.
It should be noted that up-to-date possibilities inherent in CP can not ensure the
fulfilment of this mission, which is important for the science.
The study of asteroids will bring the possibility to obtain important data on asteroidal
belts evolution, asteroids' trajectories, transfer of primitive bodies in the Earth orbits.
potential collisions of primitive bodies with the Earth.The analysis made by the specialists
revealed that asteroid "19. Fortuna" is one of the most interesting objectives.
So. asteroid "19, Fortuna". 221-km diam. C-type has embodied the objective of the
reference mission with sample return.
This asteroid is in the Main Belt, at 2.4 AU distance from the Sun. Fugure II shows

I
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one possible SC trajectory (for NEP primary reference mission).
The mission scenario considers, the launch of the 5.8-ton NEP spacecraft by "ProtonTM". During NEP interplanetary cruise, useful mass of about 1.4 tons can be delivered to
"Fortuna" within 2 years.
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One to three months are scheduled for the rendezvous manoeuvre. precission braking

hovering and drifting near asteroid surface (with remote monitoring), for landing a SC, soil
sampling, etc.
Bipropellant engine (3.2 km/s of exhaust velocity) will be used to escape from
"Fortuna" and to bring the sample return soil.The return vehicle (up to 200 kg of dry mass)
will reach the Earth atmosphere within 1.3 to 1.6 yrs. Upon 3.6 to 3.7 yrs of total mission
time the reentry vehicle with the soil samples will be recovered after aerodymnamic braking
and return to the Earth.
Besides this reference mission, other "primitive" missions with the use of EP have been analysed
by the JSG:
- Asteroid rendezvous missions to "Vesta", "Fortuna" and "Massalia" using nuclear
and solar power plants, with EP (mission time - 1.9-4.7 yrs, useful mass - 1.5-2.0 t).
- Multiple NEP - rendezvous and flyby missions, e.g. visiting some asteroids cf
different classes (mission time - 2.0 to 5.2 yrs, payload mass - 0.3 to 0.9 tons), (see Fig. 3).
In most investigated cases, SEP enables smaller initial SC mass or higher payloa.i
capacities as compared with NEP due to lightweight solar arrays, but SEP needs longer
transfer time.
For cases with NEP and SEP, mission time and payload mass depend not only on
launch date and launch windows, but on EP-specific impulse as well. By increasing the
specific impulse, both the useful payload mass and, unfortunately, the EP transfer time
increase.
Future "ISC-2000" missions should be scheduled not only to "primitive" bodies but to
hard-to-reach solar system planets. Table 2 lists feasible interplanetary missions.
In the analysis of the scheduled missions we dwelt on innermost and outermost planets
of the solar system - Mercury and Pluto, which are of great interest for the science.
At present there exist proposals on Mercury-Orbiter mission (using 4 swingbies) and
on Pluto-flyby mission (with Jupiter's gravity assistance and without it and 10-15 yrs of the
cruise time). In the work presented by the JSG it is shown that EP would offer possiblities to
deliver a lander on the Mercury's surface to make in situ experiments as well as rendezvous
with Pluto/Charon to perform prolonged detailed Pluto investigation.
In both cases it is worth to apply a hybrid solar/nuclear power plant SNPP, combining
two main advantages of both power systems. namely: high specific power of modern light
weight solar panels (between 0.5 and 2.5 AU of the Sun distance) with the Sun-independent
operation of a nuclear reactor. Solar wings would provide EP-thruster with energy during
the first thrusting phase and would be jettisoned when the reactor is started up. In Pluto
mission tank release after fuel utilization greatly simplifies the problem. Detailed analyses of
a planetary mission with the use of EP and solar nuclear propulsion show, that a single
gravity assistance at Venus or Jupiter would improve balistic parameters for these two
mentioned missions.
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The JSG considers that if the mission of "ISC-2000" with NEP or NEP-modu!es are
scheduled for multi-parpose applications, the "Fortuna" reference mission would be the first
step in a number of advanced space achievements.
In the Report it was emphasized that "ISC-2000" could be practically created within 10

I

yrs. Our confidence is in that, most SC systems and modules refer to introduced engineering
designs. We consider the main of them.

I
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ELECTRIC PROPULSION ENGINES.
European 26-cm diam Xe ion thruster "ESA-XX" is in the

development stage. This

thruster represents a combustion chamber, made in Germany, UK acceleration system.
Italian cathode compensator. Prototypes of these thrusters (smaller and less power) were
flown already aboard SC "EURECA" and are to be applied for orbit control of "ARTEMIS"
satellite. Figure 4 illustrates structural arrangement of ESA-XX and figure 5 gives a generalarrangement diagram of a thruster module regarding to the mentioned ion thruster.
Tests of "ESA-XX" thruster performed at Giessen University proved the fact that
thrusters had operated stable at 4 kW-power; 0.2 N - thrust; 50 km/s - exhaust velocity, total
efficiency - 83%. Based on its high efficiency, high specific impulse - 50 km/s (60 km/s
scheduled) and expected high lifetime - 15.000 hr (at 200 mN). "ESA-XX" is very well suited
to perform long interplanetary propulsion phases with high A v - requirements.
In

Russia

(former

USSR)

stationary

plasma

thrusters

(SPT)

found extensive

application in the 60-s at the Institute for Atomic Energy by A.I. Morosov.
"SPT-70" and "SPT-100" are manufactured at "Fakel" Enterprise (Kaliningrad region),
few tens of which have been and are being successfully operated aboard Russian satellites.
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Flight prototypes of these thrusters were developed and underwent flight-test cycle at MAI
and RIAME MAI. Figure 6 shows SPT principle diagram.
SPT is an accelerator with closed electron drift and extended acceleration zone. An
anode functioning as one of a thruster's electrodes serves a basis for supplying a propulsive
mass into a discharge chamber channel. Cathode compensater is made on the base of a
hollow cathode and represents a plasma neutralizer. Nowadays the operational lifetime of
"SPT-100" thruster. proved experimentally, exceeds 7500 hrs. Thrusters of larger size "SPT140". "SPT-200". "SPT-290" reached their thrust level from 200 mN up to IN at 15-30 km/s of
exhaust velocity, propulsive efficiency - more than 700 o scheduled operational lifetime - up to
6.000 hrs (for "SPT-140") and up to 12.000 hrs (for "SPT-290"). Main performances of
mentioned thrusters are given in figure 7. In comparison with the ion version SPT consumes
less power per thrust unit (22 kW\/N vs. 31 kW/N) but more propellant (33 mg/Ns Vs. 20
mg/Ns.).
Therefore, large "SPTs" are rather in use in mission phases of augmented thrust at
limited PPU power, i.e. for NEP "ISC-2000" escape or approach manoeuvres, etc.

- 32 POWER PLANT
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Power supply system is a main one, the same as EP. As it was stated above. NEP is a
basic system to carry out missions towards far (and near the Sun) celestial bodies and regions.
Currently, there exists only one nuclear reactor power plant for EP-power supply in
deep space, and which has been already flown and operated in space up to 1 yr, namely 5kWe nuclear reactor of "Topaz" system, developed in NPO "Krasnaya Zvezda". Nuclear
reactor power plants oparated in total 35 times in the Earth orbit.
The JSG considers scaling up in NEP power up to 30 kW. at 2.5 t mass as well as
prolongation of the system lifetime up to 7 years to be feasible within 6-8 yrs in the R&D
program framework. Nuclear reactors of "Topaz" type are working on highly enriched U235. In-core zone consists of a ZrHy - moderator, a thermionic converter with Cs feeding
system and control devices. NaK coolant with an inductive electromagnetic pump, heat
removal system with heat pipes and a conical radiator-cooler, one section of which is folded
at launch position are used to release heat. A principle diagram of reactor "Topaz" type is
given in figure 8, and NEP diagram is illustrated in figure 9. Reactor Nuclear safety at launch
position and in injection leg is provided by different measures (controllers, safety rods,
locking mechanisms), in such a way, that in any case, the reactor remains in a subcritical state
until the spacecraft reaches its escape velocity. Joint efforts taken into account at launch and
in injection leg exclude radioactive hazard during the SC launch with NEP aboard.
If additionally (or alternatively) solar arrays should be used for EP supply, standard
modular "Si BSFR" with specific mass less than 10.6 kg/kW could be applied, representing
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the state-of-the-arts.

SPACECRAFT
The application of standard, modular NEP and SNEP on board multipurpose
envisaged "ISC-2000" will open the possibilities to solve a.wide scope of ballistic missions for
solar system exploration.
The SC of 5.0-6.0t is supposed to be injected with a "Proton-TM" launch rocket
(taking into consideration that it was flown successfully more than 200 times). equipped with
a boosting unit. The maximum "Proton-TM" payload mass is 6t. its maximum diameter
available for the payload is 3.8m. and the maximum payload length (in stowed position) 12m. All these data are used as the basis for "ISC-2000" design and its structural
configuration scheduled by the JSG. the variants which are shown in figure 10 and 1. The
analysis showed that configuration given in figure 1 I is the best one.
At one SC end of lengthened and modular configuration, there is a nuclear reactor
with its radiation shield, radiator-cooler and deployment system. Behind it there is a 0.6t EP
module, consisting of an EP power supply unit. a control unit and a 1.l-1.3t Xe tank. The
gross NEP-pavload of 1.2-1.4t can be accelerated to A V-value up to 15 km/s.
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In case of necessity the nuclear power plant can be
panels of -0.5t.
control,

The gross payload consists of a SC bus with a telemetry system attitude

scientific

lander/sample

supplemented with two SiBSFR"

instruments

return

on

subsystem

a

stabilized platform,

(600-800

kg). The

latter

etc

as well

includes

as

an

the soil

asteroid
sampling

equipment, surface scientific instruments, return vehicle fuelled with chemical propellant and
the Earth-reentry vehicle.
Naturally. other mission classes (like the Mercury-lander or Pluto-rendezvous, etc.)
would require the modification of the sketched "Fortuna" payload.
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CONCLUSIONS
The work of the JSG and the materials submitted testify to promising application of
power plant of large power, namely: nuclear electric propulsion system (or nuclear-solar) EP

for solar system exploration.
The JSG emphasizes that NEP and SNEP missions become not only profitable and
advisable, but also feasible because a new propulsion concept is based on current technolog\.
The project will benefit from the point of international cooperation, combining knowhow and the activities of the partcipints from different countries.
The proposed "Fortuna" path finder mission can start a new era of space exploration
with impressive future capabilities.

I
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:,tn: propulsion.

EP-potentilities and bcncfits

celestial target
L"uIr Hcliosplhcrc.
Sun Corona

uore payload,
enlarged scientific mstrumentation mass

Mrcury

more payload
landing of instrument package possible

SPrimitive Bodies
(Asteroids and Comets)

more payload,
mult-rendezvous and sample retur possible

Giant Planets and
their Satellite Systems

multi-target missions possible.
shorter mission time

Pluto/Charon

rendezvous possible, enlarged instrumentation.
shorter mission time

Outer Heliospherc,
Deep Space. Kuiper Belt

shorter mission time, higher data transmission,
enlarged instrumentation mass
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